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Maintenance technician test questions and answers

I get a number of sudden questions that either (1) I can answer without knowing more details than the reader provides, (2) the reader can answer as easily as I can, or (3) involves asking SmarterTravel.com to do something we don't do. Below, you'll find answers to common questions. Reading the answers before asking one of these
questions will save you time and help you find the answer yourself. Where should we go? You need a 600-page book or a discussion throughout the day to answer this question in any kind of useful way. To be of any help at all, you first you have to know very little about you: what kind of family or group you have, what your interests are,
how much time you have, what your budget goals or restrictions, whether you want luxury or simplicity, whether you prefer bright lights or solitude, what kind of activities you care about, what kind of climate you prefer, whether your grandchildren or your dog will go with you, on, and on. Surprisingly, some readers who ask where to go
don't even say where they live and start their journey. Sorry, folks, the only way you can help is when you're asking questions that are much more specific. If you're not quite sure what you want to do, my best recommendations are that you (1) read a lot of travel posts, (2) log on to a lot of intended websites, and (3) find a good travel agent
skilled in dealing with questions like these. When should we visit? As with the question where, the best time to visit question depends on how to determine the best time: minimum prices, minimum crowds, wider range of activities, warmer/colder/colder/cooler/rainy climate, on, and on. From a cost point of view, the answer is almost always
in a low season, but this may not be what you really want. What's the fare? I get this one probably more than any other, and it's a little surprising. If you get as much as AskEd &amp; answered, you're already evident on SmarterTravel.com. On our bright new homepage, top right, is our search portal: you can search for air fares, hotel, car
rental, holidays and cruises. If you don't like our search system, there are dozens of others. Don't think we have secret routes to get airline tickets not available to you; We have to go through the same kind of searches that you do if you're asking for a trip that the usual search engines don't deal with in the United States, the good place to
try is ETN, where you can make a trip anywhere in the world and ticket agents respond to their best offers. If you start your journey in another country, your best bet is to find a local discount travel agency, online or offline, in that country. Can you arrange my flight/sell a ticket to me? No. SmarterTravel.com does not arrange trips or sell
tickets. No tickets. If you're just looking for schedule information, spread to the top right to travel tools, where one of the options in the drop-down menu is flight schedules. Other The hotel finder includes links to service providers that sell all kinds of travel. What are the requirements? Quite a few readers ask about different requirements
and restrictions, especially about air travel, but also about travel documents. You could answer almost all these questions simply by googling the question. Here are places to look for some of the most frequent questions: Airline baggage limits: Each airline details its baggage policy online. Just log in to the airline's website and look for a
link to your luggage. If you don't appear in the drop-down menu, go to site search or location map. (By the way, when searching, the official term is luggage, not luggage. Items allowed in loaded baggage: The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) maintains a list of items being carried out and Dons for loaded materials. Passport
and Visa Requirements: The State Department's Travel Information Home contains a button for travel information from U.S. citizens and for detailed passport information. The information button leads to detailed lists of visa requirements for entry into any country in the world. Is it safe to visit? No one can answer whether you're safe to visit
any foreign country - or anywhere in the United States, for that matter. However, the State Department does not collect extensive data bank on countries around the world, including warnings about where to avoid and more general information about what visitors can expect. Click on travel warnings from the State Department's travel page
for information on hot spots and consular information papers elsewhere. Where should I complain? Most travel providers include a complaints address, or at least an address that contacts us, somewhere on their website. You can find them easily. And you can forget to make a big fuss by sending a registration message, a return receipt,
or a courier to the CEO - you'll end up in the same complaint office. The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) makes it even easy to express your airline's complaints. Its website lists the current name, helical mail address, phone, and complaints office email address for all important U.S. airlines. If you want, you can file a complaint
with the Ministry of Transport. The Ministry of Transport also provides extensive information about the rights you have and do not have as an air passenger. homenewsQuestions and Answers - LettersSee All PhotosOct 2 1995No Speed Limits! Interesting virtual speed article (July '95). Here's a rare nostalgic car for a male admin: '57
Plymouth Fury with 318 V-8, four-barrel double carb, three-speed automatic torque-fleet button, and 831/44-inch Sure-grip differential. How 150 more than a mile per hour with four people in the car sound? Jeff Huzelzelintown. Pa.It it seems hard to believe that although Motor Trend did not test this exact model in 58, it is safe to say that
the maximum speed of the car was well limited 150 mph by three-speed transmission and maximum minute per minute in the engine. Fury was available with a 150 mph speedometer, which may be more than an upbeat boy, as the actual maximum speed was probably no more than 120 miles per hour. But for his time, fury was the
strongest among the elite of full-size, hot production cars. -Ed I'll be willing to bet my speed limit that the majority of MT readers find interim events, such as the July maximum speed article, to be just convenient excuses for a hot rod on the hands off a bunch of performance cars. Steve Degaysimovlin, Neff and why not? Any excuse to
drive a performance car is a good one. The positive response to our cover story has been overwhelming, which has made us think of more ways to whip the latest production machines. -Edwhy wasn't the Porsche 968 and Dodge Stealth included in the test to finish all tests (virtual speed)? Mark WilsonCambridge, Mass.unfortunately, both
968 and stealth were unavailable at the time of the test, but both certainly had turned in respectable numbers. In the past, we've recorded a top speed of 154.6 mph in a twin turbo stealth. Although we haven't had the opportunity to push the 968 to its maximum, Porsche deploys a top speed of 156 mph to 968 when equipped with a six-
speed transmission. -Ed Did Ford's GT probe did not make a list of entrants in the virtual speed high-speed shoot, even with the secret speed of $1.98 applied. I was wondering, how close to the 140 mph cut didn't come?C. MartinPittsburgh, Pa.We recorded a top speed of 133 mph with the Ford GT probe during the 1994 Bang's Buck
Test (August '94). Close, but no cigars. -Ed as far as this old driver is concerned, your July version was worthless. With radar, CB radios, cell phones, what is a 100-mile-per-hour car doing on the highway? Tow truck drivers and funeral homes are busy enough. J.B. MaassKankakee, Ill.Viper GTS July Disclosure was the last one of those
Dodge ads (pages 58-59) with a car under the canvas. What's underneath it? Chrysler Atlantic? Brad HansenMuscatine, IowaThe Car Covered is a teaser profile of the upcoming '96 Viper GTS Coupe expected to begin production next spring. -Ed in what year? I read editor C. Van Tune in July great car editing but what year? With special
attention. As I was born in the 1940s, I grew up with the development of cars. I loved the design and design of the '50s cars. I remember sneaking a top under the plates of new cars as they sat on the car carrier. Was that sexy or what? Someone said that nowadays if one particular design is successful, then other manufacturers will
follow. I would just as soon put a set of wheels and drive on a boiled egg and drive at least an egg looks like an egg. I think automakers and designers should take a small risk every now and then. I know it's their perception of the future, but lately it seems that the future She stood still. Gary Luther Las Vegas, Nev.If I had dollars every
time I couldn't select a year of a car, I would be able to buy that Ferrari F355 I was driving. Not only is it difficult to determine the year, but also the model. For example, the only visible difference between the V-6 and Z28 V-8 is the exhaust and a small logo. As each generation produces fewer car enthusiasts, the government has an easier
time regulating cars, focusing emissions testing, and crushing old cars. Most General Xers don't like cars the way Boomers did. They're more interested with stereo power than a horse. If my engine was half the power of some of those stereo systems, I would have raceed Warren Johnson for the ProStock title! As a 27-year-old General
Zer, I always thought I grew up in the wrong contract. Scott WindlePhiladelphia, Pa.End of Caprice AgeChevrolet, Buick Roadmaster, and Cadillac Fleetwood: These models are part of our automotive culture. Now they are in danger of becoming part of the history of cars if GM implements its plan to eliminate the last three full-size cars, v-
8 powered, rear cars. GENERAL MOTORS VOLUNTARILY CEDES THE MARKET ENTIRELY TO FORD. FoMoCo will have full control over traditional full-size car markets, limousines, taxis, police, reputation and trained markets. Also, people who tow boats or trailers will have to buy Ford or buy trucks. People at Ford must do
cartwheels in anticipation of the market that GM delivers them on a silver platter. Dale Stafford Leavenworth, Kan.sad but true. After a year '96 model, the production facility of these large GM sedans will be transformed over by truck construction. -Ed. Electric Sheep DreamsIt's disappointing that your report in May 95 Washington about
the U.S. Government Accounting Office (GAO) report to Congress covers only the most negative results of the study on electric vehicles (electric vehicles). There is a wealth of information in the 137-page study, including, electric vehicles producing almost no runaway pipe emissions and the net effect on air quality - savings from reducing
emissions of rear-end control tubes minus additional chimney emissions associated with increased electricity generation - are generally considered significantly lower than vehicles [internal combustion engines]. As for the cost, electric vehicles are still largely in the supply phase. As production increases, costs will be reduced
proportionately. The rapidly evolving EV industry is preparing to meet the needs of consumers. Contrary to your perspective, based on a comprehensive reading of gao's report, the EV industry finds its overall tone supportive. Robert T. HaydenExecutive managing the San Francisco Automobile Association, Calif.The CornerI's question
has seen many cars reduced, similar to race cars, and I've heard that engineers have specifically designed vehicles to be a certain height off the ground. Does reducing your car affect engineers' design? If so, is the change significant? What are the benefits and Who cut your car? Jodon P. DiazLemon Grove, Calif.An the unknowable
owner can get in trouble easily by cutting a car. As with many other aspects of the car, high stock ride is the engineers' rule of optimal balance among many factors, including ground clearance, ride quality, cornering ability, and entry/exit. The suspension cut also reduces the vehicle's center of gravity, reducing body roll and improving
turns, but improved handling comes at the expense of ride quality and ground clearance. Shocks, springs, wheels, and tires may need to be changed as part of the package; These components can also be upgraded to improve handling without cutting. Do work in a professional shop specializing in aftermarket performance; Ed. Driving
MusicBeing someone enjoys listening to loud music while driving, I would like to know what kind of music, if any, your employees listen to during car testing. Eric Rivernabarl, Ill.During vehicle testing: None. We focus on engine sounds, internal noise levels, wind leaks, and many other aspects of each car. But when the test day is over and
it's time to relax, our tastes are working on the series from executive editor Bob Nagy's 24-hour radio station to the first road test editor Mac DeMere's nationwide format, and from the group of managing editor Susan Periolit in the nine-inch CD collection to the editor's library c. Van Tune's Steely Dan. Best driving song of all time? Golden
Earring in 1974 hit Love Radar rates a lot of sounds. -Ed. Letters: Auto Trend6420 Wilshire Blvd.Los Angeles CA 90048-5515.Contributions: Unwanted material must be accompanied by return mail. This magazine will not be responsible for loss or damage. Any acceptable material is subject to this review as necessary at our own
discretion to meet the requirements of this publication. At the time of publication, the current rate, which covers copyright and/or shareholders, address, and interest in mailed materials, including but not limited to manuscripts, photographs, drawings, drawings, drawings and designs, which are considered texts, will be paid. The
transmission of a manuscript and/or material is an explicit guarantee by the contributor that it is genuine and does not in any way constitute an infringement of the rights of others. Post in Car Share News on FacebookShare on Twitter
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